FROM THE CLASSES

Group Presentations and Exercises –
Superlative and Comparative Terms
Geometric Shapes
Zero Activity
Story – (Zodiac) Animal Story
Introduction to Australia

MANDARIN FROM THE CLASSES

Introduction to Oceans
Rhyme – Winter
Song – Happy New Year
Conversation – How old are you?

हिंदी HINDI

Group—India Republic Day
Story—Choti Machligan
Songs—Kar Chale Hum Fida
Sare Jahan Se Acha
Activity—Walking on a line

Academics
Academic work continued. Children who joined us this term—Colours, parts of the body and counting from 1 to 10.
Group Presentation – Wonders of the world (Great Wall of China)

Language—Analyzing a short story

Mathematics—Decimal System (Addition)

Cultural Activity—
⇒ Australia Day (Sang Waltzing Matilda)
⇒ India Republic Day (Making Chapati)

BDB (MANDARIN IMMERSION)

Group – Members of the Family (Mom, Dad, Sister, Brother)

Rhyme: 我有一个可爱的家。 (Sweet Home)

Tang Poem: 回乡偶书。 (Returning Home)
少小离家老大回，乡音无改鬓毛衰。
儿童相见不相识，笑问客从何处来。

Characters: 爸爸，妈妈，哥哥，姐姐，弟弟和妹妹。

Song: Where is my thumb?
手在哪里？大拇指在哪里？食指在哪里？。。。。

Story: 爸爸的大船。 (My Dad’s Ship)
Topic of Discussion—Items we find in the kitchen

- Juicer
- Stove
- Microwave Oven

Stories— Where is Maisy’s Panda? 🐼

Clifford’s Puppy Days 🐶

Songs— ‘Hello’ and ‘Hot Potato’

Presentations—Hole Punch Exercise
               Coin Exercise

HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND